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§1.1–1.3: Data Collection and Sampling
1.] To study U.S. physicians, researchers surveyed 24,216 of them and asked them to provide their gender,

age, the location at which they work, their income, number of patient visits per week, and the number
of hours that they see patients per week. Identify the population and the sample.

2.] Determine if the scenario is an observational study or an experiment.

a.) In a survey of 2500 U. S. adults, 69% responded that they were confident that “smart homes” will be
as commonplace as smartphones within 10 years.

b.) In a study of whether taking garlic supplement reduces the risk of getting a cold, 146 participants
were assigned to either a garlic supplement group or a group that did not take a garlic supplement.
The researchers concluded that the proportion of people taking a garlic supplement who get a cold
is lower than the proportion of those not taking a garlic supplement who get a cold.

3.] In each scenario below, identify the correct numerical value as a parameter or a statistic. Briefly explain
your answer in each case.

a.) A survey of 1000 U.S. adults found that 40% think that the Internet is the best way to get news and
information.

b.) At a college, 90% of the members of the Board of Trustees approved the contract of the new president.

c.) A survey of 733 small business owners found that 17% have a current job opening.
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4.] Determine whether you would take a census or use a sample. If a sample is used, mention what type of
sampling technique you would use. Briefly explain.

a.) The most popular sports team among people in New York.

b.) The average salary of the 30 employees at a company.

5.] Identify the sampling technique used in each study below. Briefly explain your reasoning.

a.) Chosen at random, 625 customers at an electronics store are contacted and asked their opinions of
the service they received.

b.) A journalist goes to a campground to ask people how they feel about air pollution.

c.) For quality assurance, every tenth machine part is selected from an assembly line and measured
for accuracy.

d.) A study on attitudes about smoking is conducted at a college. The students are divided by class
standing, and then a random sample is taken from each class and interviewed.

6.] Determine if the survey question below or the sampling technique is biased. If it is biased, suggest a
better wording or strategy.

a.) How many hours of sleep do you get on a normal night?

b.) Do you agree that the town’s ban on skateboarding in parks is unfair?


